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Exterior Heavy

Project. Converting the main train 
station at Salzburg in Austria to a
through station only meant keeping
the elegant, landmarked, arched 
roofing dating back to 1908 intact but
relocating its position. At the same
time, it was imperative to maintain a
normal train service while the redesign
and renovation work was being carried
out. Furthermore, the projected 
conversion coupled with the evaluation
of weather data over the years 
concerning snow and wind load on
the construction required designers to
make the structural system of the roof
longitudinal.

Concept/Design. The building 
contractor stipulated a translucent
membrane roof using PTFE fabric,
whereby just external loads – snow
and wind – would be transferred onto
the existing steel construction at 
precisely determined points. In view 
of its excellent flame resistance, 
weather resistance, and durability, the
clear choice was SEFAR® Architecture 
TENARA® Fabric 4T40HF. The result is 
a covered area of 1700 m2 providing 

fixed protection from the elements and
natural lighting beneath, which also
matches the new structural situation.
At the same time, Salzburg Main 
Station has been transformed into an
inviting and agreeable international
shopping mall, yet the much-loved,
historical appearance of the main 
station is preserved.

Construction.With the dismantling 
of the steel hanger (approx. 2500 
individual parts/total weight 250 tons)
and subsequent reconstruction, the
two roof arches which were originally
separated are now riveted directly 
together. These are fitted with 1400
running meters of Sefar fabric, divided
into 24 single panels. The membranes
are arranged lengthwise in sections
with girders and rafters running from
the eaves to the roof ridge. On the 
eaves, there are snow guards fitted to
the membrane construction. While 
in the past a large number of trains 
terminated at Salzburg Main Station,
the new transit station is now able 
to handle many more rail connections.


